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Abstract: The course of the history of Chinese and foreign architecture involves a certain variety of fields, including art, philosophy, architecture and history teaching knowledge, in the course of teaching need to pay attention to the actual practice and technology. The traditional teaching classroom is relatively simple, so it needs to improve the teaching mode constantly. In order to improve the teaching effect of "History of Chinese and Foreign Architecture", this paper first analyzes the teaching status of "History of Chinese and Foreign architecture", proposes to apply flipped classroom in the teaching of "History of Chinese and foreign architecture", and narrates it from three aspects: mixed teaching, practical teaching and assessment, hoping to provide reference for the improvement of teaching effect of Chinese and foreign architecture history.

1. Introduction

For students majoring in architecture and environmental design, the history of Chinese and foreign architecture is a basic compulsory course. How to innovate the teaching methods of Chinese and foreign architectural history and impart the knowledge of Chinese and foreign architectural history to students in the limited class time is an important topic for teachers to think about. Flipped classroom teaching mode specifically refers to that teachers provide students with their own teaching videos or teaching videos from other colleges and universities, so that students can carry out independent learning in extracurricular time. The application of flipped classroom teaching mode in Chinese and foreign architectural history courses can not only extend the theoretical learning time, but also help students to comprehensively comb out the logical and contextual relations of architecture. In addition, it can improve the shortcomings of traditional teaching and form a good interaction between teachers and students, so as to achieve the purpose of improving the teaching effect and teaching quality of architectural history courses at home and abroad.

2. Apply Flipped Classroom Teaching to Add Practical Modules

In the course teaching of architectural history in China and abroad, if teachers only let students master the knowledge of typical architectural styles by rote memorization, it will be very
unfavorable to stimulate students' subjective initiative. In the course of class, in order to make students have a correct understanding of self-worth, we must attach great importance to the stimulation of the vitality of the teaching field. For students in the primary learning stage, their professional foundation is not strong, and it is difficult to preview the classroom content in advance, so there is a certain difficulty in classroom interaction. Flipped classroom is a teaching mode that emphasizes the combination of practice and theory. Therefore, Chinese and foreign architectural history teachers can distribute learning materials to students through corresponding media when teaching courses, so that students can preliminarily learn knowledge points in advance. In addition, teachers should add practical modules to the curriculum. First of all, teachers can collect statistics on the existing ancient buildings in the local area, select some typical buildings, and lead students to carry out field mapping. After the surveying and mapping session, students were instructed to use CAD to draw the observed building [1], and use relevant software to conduct 3D modeling, so as to restore the building prototype as much as possible. In addition, teachers can also set questions for students, let students combine the characteristics of ancient architecture, carry out an ancient architecture innovative design competition, through this way to strengthen students' design ability, while laying a solid foundation for future postgraduate entrance examination. Finally, since students cannot feel foreign architecture intuitively, students can form different groups to collect foreign architectural drawings together, and collect all the materials needed for corresponding model making. In the course of classroom teaching, they can make architectural models together with their team members. Through the addition of practical modules, students' sense of scale and proportion can be enhanced, and a good concept of teamwork can be formed in this process, and their perception of places can also be practically exercised.

3. Combine Online and Offline Teaching to Increase Teaching Hours

In the case that the teaching content of architectural history courses at home and abroad is large, but the class time arrangement is small, teachers should improve the teaching objectives, let students first understand, then analyze and interpret, and finally design [2]. At the same time, teachers can make full use of modern network technology and divide the curriculum system into two parts, that is, online teaching and offline teaching, combined with the actual teaching situation. When students are in the cognitive stage, teachers can use the online platform to create a curriculum theory learning guideline for students, so that students can preview relevant basic theoretical knowledge before class, have a certain understanding of the cultural characteristics of architecture in different periods, learn some typical historical buildings, and get to know relevant representative figures and architectural style characteristics in this process. Under the guidance of teachers, the logical relations existing in architectural history are sorted out, so as to ensure that students can form basic theoretical cognition of architectural history in the gradual process. After students finish learning online courses, teachers can appropriately reduce the part involving theoretical knowledge in offline teaching, so as to effectively extend the offline class hours. When students enter the analysis and interpretation stage, teachers can carry out task allocation activities according to the characteristics of typical historical buildings, and ask students to automatically divide into groups to analyze the allocated historical buildings; the main analysis content is the internal causes and development laws of the buildings. In the whole course structure, analysis and interpretation is the important and difficult content of Chinese and foreign architectural history [3]. Therefore, teachers can ask students to query and collect relevant materials in their spare time in advance, and then show the collected materials in the class, and the teacher will evaluate and guide their data collection and explanation. Finally, there is the redesign stage, which mainly allows students to redesign and create buildings. Teachers can share some classic design cases so that students can
master relevant design methods and skills. Then, teachers can organize students to set up a design project and guide students to combine the knowledge points learned in previous courses, fully apply relevant architectural design methods, and carry out reconstruction design activities for the selected buildings. In this process, how to transform the learned knowledge into practical skills and achieve the goal of re-creation is the core issue that students pay more attention to. Students can solve this problem through practical operation, and at the same time help students gradually form good design thinking [7-9].

4. Increase Process Assessment to Improve Classroom Attention

At present, the teaching assessment of "History of Chinese and Foreign Architecture" in most colleges and universities mainly focuses on the evaluation of theory, lack of practice, and few questions about field surveying and mapping. At the same time, the content of homework evaluation is relatively simple, so teachers must attach great importance to the process assessment. When teaching architectural history courses in a famous university, the teacher will ask students to preview the teaching content designed in the bibliography in advance, and form a corresponding book report based on the preview results [10-12]. In the class explanation, the teacher will first explain the historical background as the main content, and at the same time intersperse corresponding classic case buildings. After students have a certain understanding of the architecture, the teacher will make the students learn more about it. Students are led to carry out case investigation activities in the field, required to make corresponding records in the investigation process, and finally submit a research report. The total score consists of the usual score + two research reports [4]. This assessment method emphasizes the process assessment. Therefore, in the assessment of teaching results, Chinese and foreign architectural history teachers should not only pay attention to students' attendance and daily work, but also pay attention to innovation in practice, and add modules such as architectural modeling, surveying and mapping, hand-drawn quick questions, CAD drawing and ancient architectural design to this link [5-6]. At the same time, teachers can also carry out assessment in combination with model making and video animation effects, which can improve the shortcomings of traditional final assessment methods. This flipped classroom form can not only enhance the interest of daily teaching courses, but also increase students' attention to this course. While changing the single assessment method, it can also enhance students' enthusiasm for learning architectural history to a certain extent, and ultimately effectively improve the teaching quality and teaching effect of architectural history at home and abroad. Provide high-end composite talents for the society [13-14].

5. Conclusions

Offering Chinese and foreign architectural history courses to students can not only effectively improve their comprehensive design level, but also enable students to form good multi-component architectural analysis ability in the continuous study. The flipped classroom concept should be applied in the classroom of architectural history at home and abroad, and the practical modules should be added appropriately according to the actual situation, focusing on the interaction between teachers and students and between students. At the same time, the combination of online and offline teaching should be carried out to increase the teaching hours. In addition, the process assessment can be added to further enhance students' attention to the classroom, make up for the shortcomings of traditional teaching assessment, and finally improve the teaching effect.
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